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1. BACKGROUND  
 

The ideas presented in this paper are based on the SWOT analysis of Finnish fashion 

industry, a report of designers and fashion companies training needs and existing business 
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support mechanisms in Finland done within the EU-project Baltic Fashion, mapping the 

local production and mapping the education in Finland published in December 2012. 
 

The Baltic Fashion EU-Project aims to improve the support provided to a high number of 

micro enterprises and entrepreneurs throughout the Baltic Sea Region by compiling 

knowledge and information, exchange of experience and transfer of innovations. Special 

focus is given to sustainability and women as entrepreneurs. 

 

Finnish exploratory questionnaire 2011 was focused on micro and small scale fashion 

businesses and this focus colors the results from this survey. Many of these companies are 

strongly design driven and very small scale business. Many fashion companies don’t make it 

past the critical first three years; eight of 15 companies answering the questionnaire in Finland 

2011 have been running more than that critical three years. They don’t make a living with 

their business, even though they work very hard. Sometimes they have to have a second job to 

survive. Only a few companies succeed in the fashion market and have become international 

and global. 

 

What could be done to change this situation in Finland?  

 

The topic has been discussed on the Baltic Fashion partner meetings and in different events, 

roundtable meetings and with designers and other actors in fashion field in Finland.  

 

The results of questionnaire showed that there is an urgent need of training in funding, sales 

and marketing. The companies want training in how to attract investors and find funding. 

Another urgent need is how to find information about supply chains and distribution. The 

need to get training in the internationalization is very urgent, because many young companies 

don’t know how to sell their products abroad even though it is also assumed that the company 

has to be strong on the domestic market first. 

2. SWOT ANALYSIS  
 

FINNISH FASHION INDUSTRY 

Strengths:  
- comprehensive field of education in Finland 

- wide interest in fashion,  design and ways of dressing up 

- wide boost in fashion right now (Helsinki fashion weekend August 2013, Helsinki Fashion 

event October 2013, 3D fashion; Digital fashion event 13.3.2013 by Diges, Pre Helsinki event 

22.25.5. 2013, Creative currency event 23.5.2013 by Ministry of Foreign Affairs, fashion 

designers and Aalto University and a lot of other events around fashion during last 2 years) 

- Finatex, Ornamo, Tekes and other supporting organisations (e.g. ELY), e.g. ongoing Virta-

project by Finatex  and many possible financial support systems 

- noticeable interest by investors and financiers 

- interest in sustainability 

- increasing meaning of local production for consumers 
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- ecological values, environmental regulations 

- quality 

- Marimekko, Luhta, Nanso, Reima, Halti, Suomen Höyhen 

- functional garments 

- innovative technology 

- rising  ”stars” (e.g. IvanaHelsinki) 

- strong traditions  (Kestilä, Silo) 

- BA-programme in vestonomy (combination of business, technology and cultural studies), 

suitable for production managers 

- awareness of recyclied materials 

Weaknesses 
- Difficulties in getting funding 

- lacking of business skills and knowledge 

- Small companies 

- lack of appreciation 

- high costs of production 

- only few old companies 

- Finland is not the center of fashion, no high-fashion 

- neglect of cultural heritage in fashion business 

- modest approach in thinking about clothing 

- deficiencies in the field of clothing education: no professorship in fashion business  

- labor force: narrow competence > difficult to get skillful people  

- no international fashion fairs 

- lack of co-operation and networking 

- production abroad > vanishing skills  

- lack of branding 

- lack of bigger production units 

- lack of long-term approach 

- marketing driven approach 

- lack of production studies 

- Finnish mentality (modesty) 

- Front-line missing 

- marketing driven approach 
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Threats 
- cheap imports/ cheap production 

- heavy competition  

- economic situation 

- cut down of training programs/training does not meet the needs 

- lack of comprehensive production 

- lack of courage 

- lack of money 

- people get old? 

- production abroad > vanishing skills 

- marketing driven approach 

- financial support systems too easy to reach 

- ecological aspects do not convince investors 

- lack of networks 

- lack of growth enterprises 

Opportunities 
- co-operation/ international co-operation (e.g. NFA, BF) 

- slow fashion, LOHAS consumer 

- value- and emotion-based marketing 

- uniqueness, Finnishness, oddness, special skills (cold/functional clothing) 

- online shopping needs resource and skills >provides new opportunities 

- new training programs: the degree programme business administration connected with 

competent fashion designing 

- people get old 

- technology; high level of research in materials and technological solutions in clothing 

- the role of social media in creating conditions for new kind consumers, changes in consuming  

- increasing role of local production 

- ecological values, environmental regulations 

- online shopping 

- the role of social media in creating conditions for advertising and peer recommendations 

- according to consumer surveys, products designed for personal needs are increasing which 

creates possibilities for small companies  

- development of combining product and service  

- new kind of (fashion) business thinking 
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3. VISION  

Laura Eriksson, Niklas Mattsson och Frida Fredriksson – students in Business economics at Novia 

University of Applied Sciences  had a task to write a story about Baltic Fashion  in year 2025, and this 

is what they  wrote: 

“From 2011 when the project was started, until 2013 when a group of people started to work with it, 

Baltic Fashion was rarely known by anybody. Now in year 2025, Baltic Fashion has grown to a big 

network that everybody has heard of. It’s not a project anymore, but a trademark that helps all of the 

fashion entrepreneurs in the BSR. 

There was a problem when so many fashion schools  were shot down due to bad economics. But now 

with the help of sponsors, Baltic Fashion has been able to open its own schools. 

People are aware of the environmental questions, and chose to buy from smaller companies instead 

of buying the mass produced stuff.” 

 

• Domestic and International Fashion Companies 
In the future a several competitive and innovative companies and success stories on the field 

of fashion. Finnish fashion designers interested the world wide and marketing globally. 

Finnish fashion design known from the high quality and have a high market potential.  

Many design companies operating on Finnish market and providing more custom-made 

services and locally produced products. 

• Sustainability 
Sustainability and green business models and thinking is increasing and getting more 

important. Companies that focus on sustainability and will realize cost benefit. Activities and 

methods  that help to reduce energy usage, minimize waste, and improve supply chain labor 

standards, for example, affect a company’s triple bottom line: people, profit, and planet.  

• Local production 
“Fashion Production House” in Turku, innovative and specialized production methods, co-

operation with production companies in other Baltic countries, transparency in production. 

Production managers and agents working with designers.  

• Social  and service design  
              The concept of social design where design is seen as a methodology of creative problem  

              solving where the attributes of design process are employed to facilitate social needs.  Design   

              for the “real world”, design-for-all.  

Social design is inclusive, catering the needs of all humanity, not only for the desires and 

excessive consumption of the affluent minority, as has been the case of market oriented 

design. Many terms refer to social design, such as design-for-all, responsible design or ethical 

design.  

The purpose of service design methodologies is to design according to the needs of 

customers or participants, so that the service is user-friendly, competitive and relevant to the 

customers. The backbone of this process is to understand the behavior of the customers, 

their needs and motivations.
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4. OBJECTIVES 
 

1. RAISING THE LEVEL OF APPRECIATION 

- visible production processes, not only design 

- appreciation of and meaning of quality 

- clothing is the closest environment for humans, a medium  for communication  

- making the history  of Finnish fashion industry visible 

2. FUNDING 

- ensuring adequate funding for companies with grow potential 

- making it easier for start-ups to get funding, lower watt/taxes 

- free access to support services and mentoring 

3. “BUSINESS CLINIC”/PLATFORM FOR NETWORK 

- a need to create a network for all the actors in the field of fashion and textile industry in 

Finland 

- a need to create bigger units for production 

- international networks: e.g. BF, NFA could provide information and services via the clinic 

- a need to create a virtual information site providing access to knowledge for start-ups 

- take a holistic view on the entrepreneurs´activities and needs 

 

4. EDUCATION 

- producers, production agents and fashion business specialists 

- mapping of education in the field of textile and fashion industry has been published in 

December 2012; changes in the education process are taking place 

5. LOCAL PRODUCTION 

- support and development, there is still a lot of micro producers in Finland and also fashion 

industry 

- the meaning is increasing due to values and needs of consumers (Local Garment-project) 

- the meaning of narratives 

- transparency, sustainability and ethics of production processes 

6. NEW KIND OF BUSINESS THINKING 

- “To earn from feelings” 

- slow fashion and LOHAS consumers 

- changing landscape of future action environments and consumer needs and habits 

- how fashion can become an active agent to change the course of development and create 

new products and services 

- global flows of people, ideas and products as well as networking in social media create and 

offer new possibilities  

- sustainability 
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5. BUSINESS ACTION (STRATEGY)  

Actors in Finland 

• ELY Centre for Economic Development, Transport and the Environment. The ELY Centres 

support the establishment, growth and development of small and medium-sized enterprises 

by offering advisory, education and development services and financing. Services offered 

cover the internationalisation of businesses, the improvement of business efficiency and 

management skills, the development of technology and innovations, further education for 

personnel and training for new employees. In addition, ELY Centres may also participate in 

the funding of development projects. Financial assistance is discretionary, the amount 

varying depending on the nature of the project.  

• Finatex                                                                                                                                                      
The Federation of Finnish Textile and Clothing Industries is a lobby, training and service 

organisation. The primary mission is to enhance the business potential of members operating 

in the highly-competitive Finnish and international markets by furthering their business and 

labour-market interests. The Federation has around 150 members together employing a 

labour force of nearly 8,000, i.e. well over 90 per cent of the total for the sector. We are a 

member of the Confederation of Finnish Industries and Employers (EK). 

•    Muotikaupan liitto the Association for Fashion Trade is a lobbying and a collaboration 

unit for its members within shoe, clothing, textile, sport, fur and other sectors of the fashion 

industry. Alliance members represent the manufacture, import, agent operations, product 

design and retail trade companies or entities. 

• The Finnish Ministry of Employment and the Economy                                  
is responsible for labour policy strategy and implementation, improving the viability of 

working life and its quality, and promoting employment. The Ministry’s tasks also include the 

planning and implementation of the Public Employment and Economic Development 

Services. 

• Tekes                                                                                                                                                           
The Finnish Funding Agency for Technology and Innovation. Tekes is the most important 

publicly funded expert organisation for financing research, development and innovation in 

Finland. They boost wide-ranging innovation activities in research communities, industry and 

service sectors. Tekes promotes a broad-based view on innovation: besides funding 

technological breakthroughs, Tekes emphasises the significance of service-related, design, 

business, and social innovations.  

• FiBAN                                                                                                                           
A non-profit network and aims to support early-stage companies with high-growth potential. 
All submitted business summaries are screened by a group of private investors 

approximately every second week in cooperation with Finnvera. All companies will receive 

investor feedback and eventually an invitation to present their idea to investor at FiBAN-

Finnvera pitching event. Submit business summary free-of-charge, available for any sector, 

the plan is visible for three months at a time. 
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6. GENERAL CONCLUSIONS 
             
Finnish fashion industry is in hard global competition situation right now as is the whole European 

textile industry. The cheap mass manufacturing in lower cost Asian countries causes unsustainable 

and unbearable situation in the field of fashion. On the other hand a new kind of understanding of 

the environmental impacts of ever increasing fashion consumption and simultaneously growing 

textile waste streams have opened the eyes of politicians as well as consumers. Moreover the 

chemical risks in garments and news about the accidents in Asian textile factories draw attention to 

the problems of mass manufacturing. Even though the economical situation for fashion industry is 

tough,  there are a lot of opportunities for growth and new kind of business thinking, e.g. through 

green business strategies, sustainable fashion and new kind of value creations. The local design and 

production can offer new kind of value base for consumers who are more than ever ethical and social 

aware of the problems in the global fashion industry.  

 

There is a huge boost in the area of fashion right now. A lot of different events, seminars and project 

around the fashionare organized. There appear to be an interest and hope for fashion industry  also  

in the  governmental level. A lot of public discussion is going on about futures industrial areas and 

fashion is included in these development discussions.  

 

The main weaknesses in Finnish fashion industry have been the scale and lack of collaboration. 

Starting companies are micro or small scale and have a lack of capital, business and marketing skills. 

Fashion students are pushed to start their own business while no in-house-designer places exist in 

industry. These small scale and design-driven companies have problems while facing the real life 

fashion system and many of them manage to exists only few years. The lack of open collaboration 

has been missing from fashion industry. This situation has a cultural background in a tight 

competition situation, but this might be in change process right now, while many other fields want to 

collaborate with fashion industry and fashion designers, which might lead to new kind of alliances 

and new business opportunities.  This new kind of collaboration is also an important opportunity to 

strengthen the Baltic Fashion network. Finnish designers and companies would need local production 

possibilities in the Baltic area, which would be a sustainable option for Asian production. 

 

It would be most important for fashion industry to use the current fruitful situation of the emerging 

interest towards fashion and rethink the business strategies and furthermore openly create new kind 

of collaboration in the area of design, production and marketing of fashion.  Baltic fashion network 

could offer strong support between design and production in local areas and this is an opportunity 

for sustainable fashion which bases on sustainable and environmental value base and is a strong 

option for cheap Asian mass manufacturing. In this transformation process also consumer side needs 

to be taking account and industry has to more clearly communicate their value base in design and 

production towards consumers. Products’ high quality and right kind of value base lead to 

satisfaction of consumers and this is an emotional opportunity to create sustainable and green 

business in fashion.  
 
 
 


